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Abstract : 
 

Geo social networked data might be one of the great resource towards on the creation of dynamic 

decisions and future predictions analyzed by the critical geosocial situation. Many Geosocial Network 

users produced to overwhelming data, such data is specified as “Big Data” which is necessary required 

to be analyze and formulate dynamic assessment. The proposed system architecture processes plentiful 

sum of diversified social networks’ data to analyze many issues like, natural calamities, chronic 

ailments and current developments in natural activities like, infrastructure and construction up 

gradation  domain, GDP growth, fashion, agricultural products progressions, etc. to create future  

decisions and impede out looked plans. The proposed architecture is used to analyzed the Twitter 

network in order to categorize the present proceedings to analyze the data effectiveness based on 

throughput of a system. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Because of technological up gradation now a 

day’s social network is significantly advanced 

and transformed into  Geo social connectivity. 

Significantly geo social media provides  an 

competent authority and popularity in the 

network to end user based on their  worthful 

content along with their geographical 

information, which has inference towards on the  

proper usage of Geo social networks.  

The information sharing towards on geo social 

media is based on, 

 

1. Amalgamation  of generic content in 

web post, it specifies the geographical  

sequence based on their current position 

of the usage i.e. by finding the Earth 

coordinates, like altitude and latitude. 

 

2. User reviews are represented on social 

networks revealed the activities,  

affiliation, association, communication 

and social knowledge between the users. 

 

Now a day’s Blog websites have progressed to 

turn out to be a multi functional resources with 

variety of informational kind, i.e. in blog users 
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will post actual and  concurrent messages about 

their feelings and impressions on variety of 

subjects with specific matters, like, discussing 

with concurrent issues, criticize, and articulate 

positive as well as negative sentiment analysis 

on a daily basis usage of  their existence. In this 

regard community researchers can study user 

reactions, sentiments and respond to the specific 

users on blogs, but the major challenge towards 

the blog is to construct, identify, review and 

analyze overall response of the specific user 

sentiments. 

 

A. Big Data 

 

Big data is collection of data set with huge size, 

complexiveness and dynamic in range, where it 

is very complicated to be capture, manage, 

process or analyzed by the traditional processing 

tools like, RDBMS and its packages. 

   

 

B.    Challenges with Big Data Processing are 

1) Heterogeneity 

When humans consume information, a 

great deal of heterogeneity is 

comfortably tolerated. In fact, the nuance 

and richness of natural language can 

provide valuable depth, i.e. Computer 

systems work most efficiently if they can 

store multiple items that are all identical 

in size and structure. 

 

 

2) Scalability 

Managing large and rapidly increasing 

volumes of data has been a challenging 

issue for many decades where data 

volume is scaling faster than compute 

resources, and CPU speeds are static. 

 

3) Timeliness 

The flip side of size is speed. The larger 

the data set to be processed, the longer it 

will take to analyze. The design of a 

system that effectively deals with size is 

likely also to result in a system that can 

process a given size of data set faster. 

 

4) Confidentiality 

Managing confidentiality is effectively 

both a technical and a sociological 

problem, which must be addressed 

jointly from both perspectives to realize 

the promise of big data. 

 

5) User Cooperation 

Ideally, analytics for Big Data will not 

be all computational rather it will be 

designed explicitly to have a human in 

the loop. A Big Data analysis system 

must support input from multiple human 

experts, and shared the exploration of 

results. 

 

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Information gathering and examination of the 

resources  corresponds to supplementary 

prominent plan and comprehension towards the 

development of user prospects.  

 

The data scattered through such media speaks to 

a deviation from volunteered geology, i.e. the 

areas from where the tweets start, or references 

in their substance to geographic substances [1]. 

 

The Online networking sustained and developed 

as a novel method for the commitment and 

dispersal of data on regular geographic in 

nature, i.e. it collects the references to occasions 

are happened at, or influenced on specific areas, 

i.e.  momentary qualities of the twitter [2]. 
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Crisis Camp Haiti, Open Street Map, Ushahidi, 

and Geo Commons are discussed in this paper, 

and they examine that IT is a key means of 

geospatial model through which people could 

have communicate each other not physical 

presence [3]. 

 

In this paper author design to survey and present 

the capability of innovation to the urban 

development and arranging group. Moreover, 

they showcased `Mobile Landscapes' venture: 

an application in the metropolitan territory of 

Milan, Italy, in view of the geological mapping 

of wireless utilization at various circumstances 

of the day [4]. 

 

Programming design find to deciding how best 

to tract a framework, how parts distinguish and 

speak with each other, how data is imparted, 

how components of a framework can develop 

freely, and how the greater part of the above can 

be depicted utilizing formal and casual 

documentations. [5] 

 

 

III.  PROPOSED COMPUTATIONAL  

            MODEL 

 

Above computational model illustrate the 

overview of the system, architectural 

components, system applications and its 

limitations are defined, where the proposed 

system analyze and calculate all tweets 

generated by Twitter users. 

 

Based on the computations in twitter analysis 

user will get so specific information about 

location and dynamic monitoring on natural 

calamities, chronic diseases, mega accidents, 

products, popular hotels, malls and 

transportations.  

 

A. Map-Reduce Architecture 
 

In specific Big data application MapReduce 

framework be the computational  stake in the 

Hadoop environment, where system will allows 

all specification about operations, its applied on 

huge data set. MapReduce technique will divide 

the application into tiny chunks of data sets but 

it run in concurrent mode in a system. 

From developer view point, MapReduce 

technique can occur in multi fold measurements, 

i.e. big datasets can be cut down into tiny data 

subsets,  where data analytics is takes place. In 

Hadoop ecosystem MapReduce programs will 

interface data streams to write and run on tiny 

datasets within local system.  

 

Fig 1 shows the MapReduce computational 

model, where users can define two operations: 

 

• map operation - it alter, filter, or select 

input data 

• reduce operation - it aggregate, 

combine, or collect data. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: MapReduce Architecture 

 

The proposed system gather user data from 

Geosocial Networks as a record with attributes 

(l, t, u) , where location – l, time – t, and         

user – u, here the record explains which user U 

is post information on Geosocial Network at 

particular time t, from which location l. usually 

in all web application gathering of user location 
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is a demanding task but it is so easy because of 

advanced smart devices and GPS systems.  

 

Fig.2 shows the system architecture for 

geospacial computation, where the system 

consists of three layers: geospatial big data 

integration & management, geospatial big data 

analytics, and geospatial big data service 

platform. The first layer is a application layer, it 

is responsible for store, retrieve, index, and 

search the geospatial data. The second layer is 

geospatial visualization tools, it is responsible 

for perform the data analysis, it is further 

divided into several modules for the intense of 

interactive analysis of real-time or dynamic 

data. 

 

 

 
Fig.2 - system architecture for geospatial computing 

 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

In the experimental analysis of the system 

analyze and compute all the tweets produced by 

the twitter users, where all information 

communicate to the user locations and user will 

get so specific information about location and 

dynamic monitoring on natural calamities, 

chronic diseases, mega accidents, products, 

popular hotels, malls and transportations.  

 
Fig 3: snapshot shows the user interface and click on Geo Social 

Network button 

 

 

Fig 4: snapshot shows login 
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Fig 5: snapshot shows user has to enter the hash keyword

As shown in Figure 9.15 shows how to enter the 

hash keyword hash keywords are like 

Fire,Bomb,EarthQuake. 

Fig 6: snapshot shows the result with graph 

As shown in Figure 9.18 shows the final result 

of in which places how many times the Fire or 

Bomb or Earthquake is occurred. 

To analyze the proposed system we are using 

the Twitter dataset which can contains the 

various disaster information like earth quake, 

fire, Bomb event we are using dataset from year 

2000 to 2010.We are analyzing the all Twitter 

tweets. The investigation is led in view of the 

client hunting down which specific occasion. 

Here we are additionally indicating outcomes 

for diagram of Encryption time and 
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Fig 7 Number of tweets of each events

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Geosocial network has proved 

to reforms of the society. Social Media 

for rapid promising technique 

opportunity for propagation of geographical 

geolocal information as social media content

normally includes the specific 

various keywords in web sites. 

Analysis of the twitter information feeds to 

geospatial computing and treat the users as a 

sensor, so retrieval of information is

interesting as usual. The aim of this project 

study and evaluate the quality of the tweets from 

voluminous amount of data, where the review 

further helps us to augment

situational awareness to users. 
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